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I  

• REGENERATIVE TRANSPONDERS FOR MORE EFFICIENT  
DIGITAL SATELLITE SYSTEMS 

Summary 

-The demand for more cost-competitive satellite 

capacity is increasing and recent advances in technology has 

encouraged an increased use of digital communication satellites. 

Means are being sought to utilize the available power and 

bandwidth more efficiently. The use of regenerativé trans-

ponders in the satellite is one way that leads to the efficient - 

use of available resources (power and bandwidth). In this 

report, the advantages of regenerative satellite systems are 

explored. Our preliminary results based on computer simulations 

indicate considerable potential savings in power leading to 

possibly more cost-competitive satellite systems. This is 

because the signal detection on the regenerative transponder 

prevents the passing on of uplink noise and interference to 

the downlink. Regeneration allows capabilities beyond those 

possible with today's non-regenerative satellites. These 

include interconnectivity between terminals of different 

types. 

Conventional satellite systems are studied and the 

most frequently considered modulation methods described. 

Degradations which occur in a conventional channel (usually 

nonlinear) when signals are bandlimited are discussed. The 

regenerative system appears to have the greatest gain in situa-

tions where the conventional system has the greatest degrada-

tion. 



• 

The literature available on this subject confirm . 

the advantages of regenerative satellites which were found 

during our work but a critical review of it reveals that 

most of the studies were somewhat pessimistic i.e. they 

indicated a lower gain than we expect because they consi-

dered only a simplified channel, for instance without AM/PM 

conversions.  It appears that in nonlinear channels a reduc-

tion in the energy per-bit-to-noise density ratio of up to . 

5 dB in the uplink and up to 6 dB in the downlink is possible 

if regenerative satellites replace the conventional trans-

lating ones. This cari possibly mean the use of smaller 

earth station antennas hence a saving in the overall cost 

of the system. 

From our recent visit to the Comsat laboratories 

in the USA, we learned that a lot of research effort is 

already being devoted to this area of satellite communications 

both in the USA and abroad. We believe that this study is of 

benefit to Canadian telecommunications industry if they are 

going to keep at the forefront of developments in telecommu-

nications, and through discussions, we have already 

started to create interest in regenerative satellite systems 

in Canadian Industry. 

This most interesting study was suggested by Dr. 

Gerald Lo of the Communications Research Centre, Ottawa, 

and was carried out in close consultation with him. 

I. 
vi 



1.0 INTRODUCTION  

Satellite communications has proved .to be a Viable ' 

method of worldwide"communication reaching even the remotest 

of places at relatively low cost. 

•A basic communication satellite system is shown in 

Figure 1.1 below. The satellite itself acts as a repeater in 

the sky. Earlier satellites used to be simply reflectors, but 

today the satellite could be very complex. The next few years will see 

an increased demand for more cost-competitive capacity. As 

this demand continues to soar, larger capacity satellites will 

be called for, as well as an increase in the actual number of 

satellites. Also, as the circuit technology continues to advance 

rapidly, more and more digital coMmunication satellites will be 

used. This will allow techniques such as Time Division Multiple 

Access (TDMA) to be used. Digital transmission techniques in 

conjuction with TDMA have been considered a means of achieving 

efficient, high-capacity, flexible communications. The efficiency 

of TDMA is due in part to the single-carrier-per-transponder ope-

ration, which reduces the effect of the Travelling Wave Tube Am-

plifer (TWTA) nonlinearities by avoiding intermodulation products 

[ l]. [However AM/AM and AM/PM nonlinearities still cause degra-

dation in this mode of operation.] 

The use of digital communication satellites and the in-

crease in capacity and the number of satellites will necessitate 

several considerations. 

n 
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Figure 1.1 A Sa'sic Communication Satellite System 



• 	With  an increased number of users, cheaper (smaller) 

ground station antennas will be demanded, hence effectively the 

_Link power will be curtailed. Also, increased,  use of the spec-

trum will require more efficient modulaaon methods (such as 8- 

PSK and 16 QAM) to be used. This in turn will aggravate the pro-

blem of Uink power. 	Spectrum conservation methods will be 

called for. These include frequency reuse and multiple spot-

beam antennas [2]. For example Intelsat V will have two spot 

beams. When receiving and transmitting simultaneously on many 

spot beams at the same carrier frequency, co-channel interference 

(CCI) will become an important performance limiting factor [3]. 

To solve this problem one may go higher up in the fre-

quency scale say above 100 GHz where more bandwidth will be avai-

lable. However, this is, of today, technology limited and also 

no government regulations exist for the use of such frequencies. 

The other solution would be to discover new modulation techniques 

which are power efficient and also insensitive to co-channel inter-

ference and noise. Needless to say, this is not a trivial task. 

A more realistic solution is to use signal processing satellite 

repeaters, for example regenerative repeaters instead of the 

conventional translating repeaters mostly in use these days. This 

(signal processing) repeater will be capable of demodulating the 

uplink signals into baseband data and remodulating for retrans-

mission in the downlink. In terrestrial microwave digital sys-

terns, regeneration is usually considered advantageous when a 

large number of repeaters exist. If only a few repeaters are in 
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use, it becomes more desirable to slightly increase the trans-

mitting power in order to maintain the desired probability of 

error [4]. However, in a satellite system (with only one repeater) 

such an increase in power is far from easy due,to problems of 

weight etc. On-board regeneration then becomes a good way - to 

achieve.  the desired performance. It allows capabilities beyond 

those aChievable with simple translating satellites. These in-

clude considerable interference protection and interconnectivity 

between different types of terminals [5]. Figure 1.2 indicates. 

the type of gain achievable with regenerative repeaters. A re- 

6 dB in the 

	

dziction :in .  Eh- 	
0 
 . of .4-5 dB in the uplink and 4 

	

- 	• 	- 

downlink is possible. The significance of this figure will ex- 

plained more fully in Chapter 6. 

This report studies the relative merits of regenerative 

repeaters over the conventional translating repeaters and looks 

briefly at the impact of implementing regenerative tran'sponders. ,on 

satellite systems. 	 - 

-Chapter 2 gives the system descriptions for both conven-

tional and regenerative systems. The concepts of AM/AM and AM/PM 

are briefly presented and the modelling of a memoryless nonlinear 

device such as a TWTA is discussed. The equivalent baseband re-

presentation is also discussed. The possibility of using analy-

tical methods is explored. 
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Chapter 3 gives a more complete study of the non rege-

nerative systems including the concept and éffects of cascaded 

nonlinearities. A computer simulation programme developed to 

study a cascaded nonlinearity system is described and the simula-

tion results are discussed. This programme was developed by 

Dr. Huang at Concordia University under the supervision of Dr. 

Feher [6]. The results obtained for conventional channel are 

given, as a starting point, for QPSK, OKQPSK and MSK. .To be 

applicable to the regenerative satellite case, the programme was 

modified at the University of Ottawa and is being carefully scru-

tinised to assure reliable results. 

Chapter 4 discusses various system configuration con-

sidered possible for regenerative satellite systems. Only the 

results of a.system with coherent quadrature phase shift keying 

(CQPSK)  on  both the uplink and downlink are presented due to time• 

constraints. It is understood that these results are preliminary, 

final results.and results for other system configurations will 

• follow in'the report for Phase II of the expected contraet.' 

Chapter 5 considers other modulation methods possible 

for regenerative and nOnregenerative systems, notably partial . res-

ponse. 

In Chapter 6, a comparison of regenerative and conventional 

systemsis presented based on the results obtained from our simula-

tions and also on literature survey. Finally recommendations, 

further research and considerations are included in Chapter 7. 	- 



It should be noted that this is the - first phase of the project 

and a lot of time was put into adapting the programmes to the 

regenerative'satellite systems and also into rechecking the con-

ventional system results. Time constraints and budgetary consi-

derations ($12,000 for this.phase) have to be taken into account. 

The possible effects on the results, of parameter variations such 

as the number of samples per bit were therefore not fully considered. 

This  reduces somewhat the confidence of the results included in 

this report and makes them subject for further verification which - 

-US expected tO bè'done  in-Phase II of the contract. 

Although the benefits of regeneration are usualli7 con-

sidered in . conjundtion with TDMA, this is not treated in' this 

initial phase. The effect of intersymbol . interference (ISI) on 

the system was not isolated. [It should be noted however .thàt 

ISI was considered because filters were used, but we did not 

quantify it in terms of dB's and state that so many dB'S of ISI 

will cause so many dB's of degration in the system %/N.°  for a 

given bit error rate]. Other considerations of a system include: 

the effect of synchronisation errorà andthe effect of adjacent 

channel interference  (Ad).  These have not been included in the . 

programmes at this state. Also, the simulation relied heavily 

on the equivalent baseband representation of a bandpass process. 

This presumes symmetry of the bandpass filters etc. The case of 

unsymmetrical channels would be  more  complex to simulate. 
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CHAPTER 2  

COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE SYSTEMS DESCRIPTIONS  
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2.1   CONVENTIONAL (NON REGENERATIVE) SATELLITE sysTEms  

Past and some current satellite communication sstems are 

of the analogue type with—the prevalent multiplexing, modulation 

and multiple access techniques being FDM/FM/FDMA. Recently, 

however, digital transmission links using single channel per 

carrier (SCPC)/PSK/FDMA and PCM/PSK/TDMA are becoming more common. 

TheSe systems have all been using the conventional or non regenérative 

mode of operation. In this mode, the satellite acts merely as a 

one-hop frequency translating relay repeater: the uplink signal 

has its carrier shifted in frequency and then amplified before being 

relayed on the dOwnlink. No other 'Processing  is  done on board the 

satellite. The major factors that inhibit the use of on board 	• 

processing are weight and size considerations due to the launching 

operation, the power consumption limitations, and hardware reliability. 

Herein, the constraints imposed on a typical non regenerative 

satellite system and the effeCts of thesé constraints on various 

types of digitally modulated signals are studied. Attention will 

be.focussed fully on digital modulation because this is where recent 

emphasis is placed. Furthermore, it is only for digital satellites 

that on-board signal processing (baseband signal regeneration) is of 

practical interest. 

Fig. 2.1 shows a typical non-regenerative satellite channel 

model. The satellite link considered consists of the transmitting 

earth station, the satellite transponder and the receiving earth 

station. At the earth transmitting station, the transmit bandpass 

filter (F
1
), used to bandlimit the spectrum, causes intersymbol 

interference (ISI); the high power amplifier (HPA), operated near 

saturation, causes both the AM/AM and AM/PM conversions of the signal 
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and degrades the system performance. The satellite input and 

output MUX filters (F 2and F 3 ) which are used to bandlimit the signal 

and reduce the spectrum spreading caused bY the TWT, also induce 

ISI. Due to the power constraint on board the satellite transponder, 

the TWT is usually operated near saturation and causes AM/AM and 

AM/PM conversion degradation. At the receiving earth station, the 

receive filter (F
4

) 
' 
which is used to bandlimit the thermal noise 

and reduce the adjacent channel interference, also degrades the system 

performance. For computer simulation purposes, the filter F
2
' is 

usually lumped with on board filter F 2 . 

The HPA at the earth station and the TWT at the satellite tran.s-
, 

ponder are operated close to saturation in order that maximum power 

conversion efficiency can be achieved. The DC to RF power converSion_ 

efficiency of these nonlinear devices is the highest when they are 

operated near saturation. In this mode of operation.,  thèse  two devices 

exhibit the nonline*ar effets  of AM/AM and AM/PM conversion 	• 

The AM/AM conversion causes spectral spreading  of the filtered 

signal which will then interfere with signals in the neighbouring 

channels (adjacent channel interference). In the case of M-ary 

PSK. (Phase Shift 'Keying) modulated signals, substantial ÀM/PM con-

version will also cause thé system performance . to deteriorate.. . 

Because Of the ever increasing demand in communication traffic, 

the channel available for the satellite communication system is 

usually narrowband. For example, the Intelsat V system will be 

operating at 60 Mb/s using only 36 MHz of bandwidth,i.e. 1.67 b/s/Hz 

efficiency. To avoid the adjacent channel interference, the channel 

allocation is 40 MHz [2]. Tight filtering is therefore required 
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so as to reduce the adjacent channel interference while maintaining 

manageable.intersymbol interference so that optimum performance 

can still be achieved.. 

Digital modulation techniques suitable for the nonlinear satellite 

channel therefore, must meet the following two reqùirements. 

1. Bandwidth efficient with optimal bandlimiting filters for 

minimal  intersymbol and adjacent cha.nnel interference. 

2. Optimal system gains from the HPA and TWTA with little 

spectral spreading and distortion degradation from th.eir 

AM/AM and Aivi/PM conversions. 

Based on th.ese two constraints, three modulation techniqu e s, liamely, 

con.ventional QPSK, OKPPSK and MSK, have frequently been considered 

for such a nonlinear satellite channel [2,3,4].  The basic scheme:; 

for these three modulation techniques will be reviewed in Chapter 3. 

To study and compare the performance of these three signals in - 

a bandlimited nonlinear satellite channel, the first part of Chairber 3 

will be devoted to analyzing the envelope fluctuations of these 

signals which arise-  when they are bandlimited. Understanding of 

the envelope fluctuations is essential in the study of the spectrum 

spreading which occurs when these filtered signals pass through a 

- nonlinear device. 
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Two types of envelope fluctuations are con.sidered. The first 

type is the overall envelope fluctuation of the filtered signal. The 

second type is the envelope fluctuation at the .sarnpling instants. 

The latter type of envelope fluctuation is more important as the per- - 

formance of the system is determined by what occurs to the signal 

at the sampling instants. 

Next, spectrum spreadin.g Which occurs when a filtered PSK signal 

passes through a power am.plif ier will be studied.. Two types of 

spectral spreading are experimentally demonstrated. The first type, 

defined as complete spectrum restoration, occurs when a jitter-

free signal is hardlimited. The second type, defined as spectrum 

restoration with modification, is partly attributed to the timing 

jitter of the filtered signal. 

To aid in the study of the overall system performance of these 

three signals through a typical non-regenerative satellite link, 

a computer sinulation program ha.s been developed. Results obtained 

from this computer simulation will be analyzed and compared with 

those available in the literature. 

4. 
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2.2 REGENERATIVE SATELLITE SYSTEMS  

The continuing growth of the demand for larger-capa-
. 

city satellites imposes the requirement that satellite systems 

be used more efficiently. This, coupled with the need for cheaper 

earth terminals and the more complex mix of user types, calls 

for technological improvements to support a complex system struc-

ture. On-board satellite processing has been proposed as one 

means of increasing the satellite system capacity and providing 

more flexibility. Whereas conventional satellite repeaters are 

essentially frequency translaters  •and amplifiers, the signal pro-

cessing repeaters carry out some other functions in addition to 

these. 

There are three general categories of on-board pro- 

cessors:. Radio Frequency Processors (RFP), Channel Symbol Stream 

Processors (CSSP), and Information Bit Stream Processors (IBSP) 

[5]. The radio frequency processor does all the processing at 

RF with no translations to lower freqtiencies. Such type of pro-

cessors include a microwave switch matrix having say n inputs 

and rn outputs where any input may«be connected to any output. This 

may be used in a satellite system employing multiple spot beam 

antennas. The satellite, in this form, does not differentiate 

the type of modulation or the mode of access. 

The channel symbol stream processor accepts the uplink 

RF signal, translates it to IF, demodulates the digital stream, 

and then uses this symbol stream to remodulate the downlink 
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carrier. The remodulation is done on a symbol-by-symbol basis 

and detection into information bits is not carried out. This 

type of processor generally does not have any storage capacity. 

Unlike the RFP the link is not transparent; the uplink and down-

link are uncoupled. -  Degradations on the uplink manifest them-

selves as quantisation-errors or hard decision 'errors.  The  de- 

gradaticins are not passed on to  th  downlink but these errors are. 

.The information bit stream proceSsor demodulated the 

incoming RF signal detedt the bits does any required decoding and 

then encodes the baseband bit stream which is used to'remodulate the 

downlink RF carrier. The processor may use the decoded bit__; 

streaitl to route the messages to any desired destination. This 

type of processor is clearly the most complex. Both the CSSP 

and IBSP are termed "regenerative"'processors. .In this report, 

regenerative repeaters shall' be assumed to be of the IBSP type. 

A simplified block diagram of a regenerative satellite system is 

shown in Figure 2.2. 

It is clear that all these processing transponders 

include a "switchboard in the sky" concept wherein different 

transponder input channels are switched by ground command to the 

appropriate downlink channel. 

In conventional repeater satellite systems; the uplink 

performance is not independent of the downlink performance. De-

grading effects occuring on the uplink path are translated to 

the downlink. On-board regeneration reduces greatly this uplink - 

and downlink,dependence. Thus regeneration prevents the accumulation 
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of noise and co-channel interference [6]. To show the gain of 

*regenerative repeaters, asàume that in a given satellite system, 

the uplink energy per bitto-noise density ratio is (Eb/No ) u  

and the downlink energy per bit-to-noise densitV ratio is (Eb/N o ) d . 

In a conventional transponder, the uplink and downlink noise 

will add up to result in an overall  noie  level. The total 

Eb/No will be given by 

• Eb 	-1  
(7)-) . 	

_ 
N total 	N 	N 

0 	0 
(--) 	(---) E u + E d b 	• 	. b 

Note that'in this equation, the quantities are ratios and not 

dB. The system probability of error will be a function of 

(Eb/N,$) 
u total' the 

function depending on the modulation method 

used. Let the function be as shown in Figure 2.3. Let the pro-

bability of error corresponding to (E b/N o ) u  be Pu (e). If one 

assumes identical Eb/No  on up and down links, then 

Eb 
N 	N u 
0 
total = (-0

) - 3 (quantities in dB). 

This corresponds to an error rate Pt (e) shown in Figure 2.3 

which is over three orders of magnitude greater than Pu (e). 

If a regenerative repeater is used ..instead, there are . 

 essentially two cascaded independent digital communication links. 

If Pd
(e) is associated with (Eb/N0)d' then the total probability 

of error on the satellite system is 
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Figure 2.3 - Illustration of Regenerative Satellite Gain 
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P(e) 	(1-Pd (ê))Pu (e) + (1-Pu (e))Pd (e) 

Pt (e) 	Pu (e) + Pd (e) 	Pd (e) Pu (e) 	Pu (e) + Pd (e) 

b 
Hence if (--) = (--) the bit error rate becomes 

N
o 

u 	No d' 

P
t
(e)2P (e) • 

• 	u 

It is clear from Figure 2.3 that in links with•identical uplink 

and downlink Eb/No , there is  an  almost 2.6 dB gain in using a 

regenerative repeater. A similar gain is expected with respect 

to interference in the uplink. 

The above applies to a linear transponder (linear am-

plifier'or a TWT with a backoff greater than about 14 dB). In 

nonlinear cases, it is known that the conventional transponder 

suffers a considerable degradation in performance relative to the 

modem back-to-back performance. In such.a case, it is expected 

that regenerative system will offer more than 3 dB gain in Eb/N o  

over the non-regenerative system. It is a part of this project 

to establish the magnitude of this gain. The suitability of 

different modulation methods shall also.be considered. 	• 
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2.3 NONLINEAR EFFECTS IN CONVENTIONAL AND REGENERATIVE SATELLITE 
LINKS 

2.3.1 Introduction  

The analysis of a digital satellite communication links 

is indeed a difficult problem.  The  clifficulties stem from the fact 

that the radio frequency interference (RFI) which has a complicated 

probability density function (pdf). becomes even more complex after 

processing by the satellite which. has a travelling wave tube (TWT) 

usually operated in a nonlinear mode.  The  high _Power amplifier 

(HPA) in the eound station and the TWT in the satellite need not 

be operated in a nonlinear mode, however, their nonlinear operation 

leads to a more efficient amplification of power. Thus, the usual 

operation of the TWT in a nonlinear fashion leads to a considerable 

saving in weight and hence a reduced expenditure at  •launch [ 7,8]. 

Although of a somewhat difficult nature, the.  analysis of 

the degradations due to the TWT nonlinearities may be undertaken 

with relative ease since the TWT characteristics are well known 

[ 9,10,11]. This anaiysis can yield an insight into the degradations • 

'due to AM/AM and/or to AM/PM conversion effects of the nonlinearity 

[ 12]. Unfortunately, the analysis quickly becomes very complicated 

and its mathematical tractability is lost. One must therefore re-

sort to numerical methods as pointed out by Huang et al. 112]  and 

 demonstrated by Lindsey et al. [ 13]. 
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Yet another scheme available to study degradation effects 

due to the TWT nonlinearity consists of a complete satellite link 

simulation•[14,15]. This approach is used more frequently since 

it avoids mathematical tractability problems and.affoi -ds the sys- . 	• 

tem designer an ingreased degree of flexibility. That is, with a 

complete system simulation it. becomes quite simple to study the 

effects introduced by modifying any particular component of the sys-

tem. In particular, a performance study comparing operation at 

various bit rates, with different amounts of input backoff, with 

different filters and various modulation schemes, can be done as 

demonstrated by the McMaster Research Group [14] and by Huang and 

Feher [16]. 

A fundamental necessary requirement to perform . a system 

simulation is to have an adequate method of representing the sys-

tem parameters, in particular, the filters and the nonlinear ampli-

fiers. Since the analysis of a bandpass process can be done equiva-

lently at baseband [17], it is therefore necessary to have the equi-

valent baseband representation of filters and nonlinear devices to .  

perform a baseband simulation. The equivalent baseband representa-

tions of a bandpass nonlinearity is derived in this section. The 

models derived easily lend themselves to computer simulations where 

the signals considered are given by their complex equivalent baseL 

band representation and have been used in [14] and [15]. 

Having the appropriate background, it will then be possi-

ble to consider the whole satellite . link system and have a better . 

appreciation for its performance and perhaps consider system design 



improvements. Of particular interest is the regenerative satellite 

repeaters a comparative 'performance evaluation between them and 

their counterparts.non-regenerative satellite repeaters.- Experi- 

mental and simulation results have shc;wn that unàer certain operating 

conditions, regenerative satellites can'achieve a probability of 

error similar to non-regenerative satellites with as much a 3 dB 	- 

less in S/N [6,12,18]. 
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1 

1 

• 1 

2.3.2 AM/AM and AM/PM Conversion (TWT)  

Two effects result•from the passage of an amplitude and 

phase time varying signal through a nonlinear device such as à TWT; 

they are AM/AM and AM/PM conversion. These are the output amplitude 

and phase dependence on the input amplitude. 

The 41MT . transponder is generally described by two charac-

teristics; one expresses the input/output phase shift versus input 

power [9]. Typical characteristics of a TWT are shown in Figure 

2.4. For analytical purposes however, the curves illustrated  in  

Figure 2.4 are not  very convenient. To circumvent this difficulty, 

a quadrature model was,introduced by Eric [9] and Kaye et'al. [19]. 

This model which is shown in Figure 2.5 illustrates how a memory 

less bandpass nonlinearity can be represented equivalently as the 

sum of two nonlinear devices exhibiting only AM/AM conversion and 

operating in quadrature on the input signal. This particular model 

is convenient for the analysis of signals when the carrier is pre- 

sent [9]. However, for computer simulation studies, it is preferable, 

to have an equivalent baseband representation of a nonlinear device. 
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Following the analysis given by Chan et al. [15], we 

now proceed to derive the equivalent baseband representation of a 

nonlinear device. 

Let the input signal to a TWT transponder be represented 

by 

V. (t) = •(t) cos (w c t + (10) 

= Re{Ex(t) + j Y(t)] exp(j wct)} 	(2.1) 

where r(t) and qS are the envelope and phase functions respectively 

with x(t) and y(t) the real and imaginary parts of the complex base-

band 

u(t) 	x(t) + j y(t) 	 (2.2) _ 

where 
x(t) = r(t) cos g5 

y(t) = r(t) sin qS 

The output signal from the TWT transponder is given by 

V
o
(t) = R[r(t)] cos {wct + e[r(t)] +(p 1 

where 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

R[r(t)] represents AM/AM conversion 

e[r(t)] represents AM/PM conversion 

Expanding (2.4), we obtain 

V
o (t) = R[r(t)] {cos•O[r(t)] cos 	- sin 8[r(t)] sin (n- 

cos wct 	R[r(t)]{sin [r(t)] cos (1) + 

cos 0 Er (t) ] sin (15 ,} sin wc t 	(2.5) 

From (2.5), we obtain the complex baseband signal 

V
o (t) = R[r(t)] {cos & [c(t)] cos cb - sin e[r(t)] sin (P} 

+ j R[r(t)] {sin O[r(t)] cos (I) + cos O[r(t)] sin (15  1 	(2.6) 



(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

• 	(2.15) 
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Multiplying and dividing by r(t), we can write (2.6) as 

V(t) = p(t) x(t) — q(t) y(t) + j{q(t) x(t) + p(t) y(t)1 	(2.7) 

where 

p(t) 
R Cr (t) ] cos 6 Er (t)  

r (t) 

q(t)  _ R[r(t)] sin 6 [r(t)] 
r (t) 

The functions p(t) and q(t) respectively represent the normalized 

inphase and quadrature nonlinearities. .Furthermore, it has been 

shown by Eric É9], that the inphase and quadrature nonlinearities 

Z (r) and Z (r), respectively are odd polynomial functions of the 

instantaneous input amplitude r(t). Formally, 

(r) = R[r(t)] cos 6[r(t)] 

Z . (r) = R[r(t)] sin o[r(t)] q  

and 

(r) = a1 
 r(t) + a

3
r(t) 3  + a5 (t) 5 +....+ a2i+1r(t)2i+1 
	(2.12) Z(r)  

Z (r) = b
1
r(t) + b

3
r(t) 3 + 	+ b2i+1

r(t)21+1 

with b1=0' 
i=1,2,3,... 

Hence 

p(t) = a + a 3r(t)
2 
 +.... +r() 

2i 
1 

q(t) = b
3
r(t) 2  + b5r(t)

4  +....+ b2i+1r(t)21  

i=0,1,2,.... 

The sets of coefficients {ai } and {b i l can be obtained through the 

use of a function minimization programme such as outlined by Eric 

[9 ]. 
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Referring back to equation (2.7), which is the equivalent 

baseband output of the TWT transponder, we can easily produce an 

equivalent baseband representation of a bandpass nonlinearity. 

This model which is shown  in  Figure 2.6 is most suitable for computer 

simulation purposes because the complex baseband equivalent output 

of the nonlinear devices consists of simple functions of the com-

plex baseband equivalent input. The most important limitation of 

this model is the assumption that the nonlinearity modelled is 

essentially memoryless. This is the case for a TWT and this model 

has been used extensively by Chan et al. [14 ] and Huang [15]. 

2.3.3 N'onlinear Effects on M-Ary PSK 

We now proceed to consider the effects of a nonlinear 

satellite TWT transponder on the transmission of M-ary PSK. The 

basic system being considered is represented in Figure 2.7 and 

it illustrates a conventional non-regenerative satellite link with 

one nonlinearity namely the TWT in the satellite. 
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Let the complex envelope of the M-ary PSK modulated signal 

transmitted by the earth station be given by: 

where 

	

S (t) = V2Es 	q (t-kt) exP /-j(t) k 	j (t-kT) 	} 	(2.16) 
k=0 

	

P 	
i = 

1 - 7-  
0, 1, 2, ..., M-1 	' 	(2.17) 

The modulated signal with carrier is' 

Sc (t) =.S  (t) exp (jwct) 	 (2: 1'8) 

As the signal travels to the satellite it becomes corrupted by 

uplink radio freq-uency interference and gaussian interference. The 

signal received at the satellite, assuming no attentiation of the 

transmitted signal, is given by: 

Vi(t) = Sc(t) + Nu(t) + J(t) 

where 	Nu(t): uplink channel gaussian noise 

J(t): 	Uplink radio frequency interference. 

Expressing the two interfering signals Nu(t) and J(t) by their 

bandpass representations and then by their complex equivalent 

baseband representation, we have: 

Nu(t) = nc (t)cos wc
t - n s

(t)sin wc
t 

(2fl..9) 

=We/ —nc  (t) + 	(t) 7 exP 
( iwct )  (2:207) 

J(t) = Jc (t)cos wc t 	Js (t) sin wc t 

	

=Pe/ -jc (t) + jJ 5 (t)_7 exp (jwc t) 	(2.21)*. 

After substitution of (2.16), (2.20) and (2.21) into ( .219) we  obtain: 

Vi(t) =g-{/ lor2Es 	q(t-kT)cos 	%//(t-kT)_7 +.nc (t)+Jc (t)7 

k=0 

j /- 1/7E7 :Eq(t-kT) sin rck k 	(t-kT)_7 + n5 (t) + 	(t) 7} • 

k=0 

and 

exp (jwc t) (2.22) 



S =  Z  + nc2 

= 	+ ns2 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

- :3Q 

Thus, the expression for Vi(t) is of the simple form: 

Vi(t) = /-A 	j37  exp (jwct) 

Equation (.23) ,canarsà-be written,as 

Vi(t) = E(t) exp j rwct + . /7(t) 7 

where 	E2 (t) = A
2 +  3 2 

• -1 n(t) = tan 	B 

(2.23) 

(2:24) 

(2.25) 

Aftér passing the signal Vi(t) through a nonlinear device we 

obtain the signal Vo(t) which is of the form 

Vo(t) = R(E) exp j /-Wc t + n(t) + e(E)_7 

where 	R(E) is the AM/AM conversion 

, and 	e(E) is the AM/PM conversion 

(2.26) 

As the signal Vo(t) travels down to the earth receiving station, 

downlink gaussian noise is added to the signal. Thus the 

received signal at the earth station is. 

Vr(t) = Vo(t) + n(t) (2.21) - 

where n(t) is downlink gaussian noise. 

Assuming that  the demodulator consists of a correlation detector 

as shown in Figura2 , 2 -.8, then the. signalsat-the samPlers -are: 



where 

(2.31) 
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Z = R(E) cos ri 	e(E) 7 

= R(E) sin rn +T+ e (E) 7 
- 

for which is the phase offset in the recovered carrier and 

nc2  and ns2 
are respectiyely the nphase and quadrature • 

components of the downlink gaussian noise.. 

Based on the signal pair (s,), the detector determines 

wilich one of M phases was transmitted. Assume that (Z,Z) is 

known, and the phase reference 	is fixed. Then, the conditional 

error probability is 

Pe (z,r, 	Pr I 	e Ro 	Z, 

where.Ro represents the decision cone of 2 7IM radians centered 

at ¢ = 0. An example for the case of M=4 is shown in Figure 2.9. 

For M = 2,4 	it is possible to obtain exact expressions for 

Pe(Z,Z',.¢). However, for M = 2k  , 	numerical'techniques 

have to be used. * Bound's such as presented by Huang et al-/-127 

may also be used. 

Notwithstanding the complexity of the  analysis if we are: 

to attempt to obtain  exact expressions for the probability of . 

error, we can obtain from the development demonstrated in this-

section an appreciation for the effects.caused by the non-

linearity. The difficulties introduced by the nonlinearity 

are even more complicated than what one is led to believe by 

Huang et al. r1 27 whci have assumed that the nonlinearity 

exhibits only AM/AM conversion. Thus a system simulation as 

presented by  Chan et  al. /-147 and Huang /-.9 7 is the only 

viable alternative presently available. 

4 	(2.32) 
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NON7REGENERATIVE SYSTEMS STUDY 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the previous chapter, the conventional (non regenerative). 

satellite System was described briefly. It was.memtioned that the 

three most frequently considered modulation techniques for operation 

in a. nonlinear channel are QPSK, OKQPSK and MSK. The basic schemes 

for these three modulatioh techniques will be reviewed in the next 

section. A study and performance comparison of these three signals 

in a bandlimited satellite channel is undertaken in this chapter. 

To this end a computer simulation program that was used is briefly 

described, and the results of these simulations are analyzed  and 

compared with some of those available in the literature. 

The chapter is based on and follows closely the work done by 

J. Huang in his Ph.D. thesis [1]. 

The typical conventional satellite system model is redrawn 

in Figure 3.1 for refeence purposes. 
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Figure 3.1 - Conventional Digital Satellite Communication System Model 
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3. 9  rONVELTPIONAL OPSK OFFSET OPSK AND MSK , 

As mentioned in the prerious section, three modulation techniques, 

namely, conventional QPSK, offset QPSK and MSK, have bee ii  freq-

uently considered for signal transmission through a nonlinear satellite 

channel. In this section, the basic schemes of these three modulation 

techniques are described. 

In conventional QPSK (Quaternary Phase -Shift Keying), the in-phase 

and the quadrature phase data streams, as shown in Figure 3...2a,- are 

alig,rned coincidently. 

In OKQPSK (Offset QPSK) and MSK(Minimum Shift Keying), one 

data stream is delayed by half a symbol interval in comparison with 

the other data stream (Figs.3.2.b and 3.2c). The difference between 

OKQPSK and MSK lies in the extra pulse sha.ping n.etworks which shape 

the recta.ng -ular pulses of OKQPSK into the half cosine pulses of MSK. 

Simplified block diagrams of thes e three modulation schemes are 

shown in Fig.3.3. The binary input ra.ndom data stream having a bit 

interval T is first serial to parallel converted into two data streams. 

These two data streams have a symbol duration of 2T as shown in Fig. -3.2. 

In the case of coirv- entional QPSK, they are then quadrature mod- 
. 

ulated by a carrier. To obtain OKQPSK from QPSK, one of the two 

parallel data streams is first delayed by a bit interval relative to the 

other data stream. Afterwards, they are then quadrature modulated 
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as in conventional QPSK. MSK is similar to OKQPSK except that 

a pulse shapin.g network modifies the rectangular pulses of OKQPSK 

into half cosine p:ulses in thèse  two parallel data streams before they 

are quadrature modulated. In all three cases, a bandpa.ss fj.lter 

F1 after the modulator is used for spectrum shaping purpose. 
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3.2.1 FFSK View of MSK 

•MSK can  also be viewed as one type of the general Continuous 

Frequen.cy Shift Keying (CFSK) modulation schemes. In this sense, 

it is.  called Fast Frequency Shift Keying (FFSK) [2]. As - 

in.dicated  in  Fig: - 4, the frequency deviation in FFSK ef -  fl f2  
2 

1 is exactly equal to .4. 
— T, where f 1  is the frequ.ency of the signal re-

" 4 

presenting the I symbol and f2  is the frequen.cy of the signal repres-

enting the 0 symbol. 

This view of looking at MSK as FFSK can easily be demonstrated 

as follows: 

For a frequency . shifted keying signal, 

s(t) = A cos [ 27T(fc - enti 	 (3:1) • 

Fig. 3.4 FFSK View of MSK 
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which can be considered.as  the transmission of a sinusoid whose 

frequen.cy is shifted between the following two frequencies: 

f l = fc -Af 

and 

f =f +f 
c 

The FSK signal s(t) in Eq. (3. 1) can then be expanded as: 

A cos (+,..2mAft) cos 2 rf ct A sin ( 4.  27rei ft) sin 27rft 

(3.2) 

J.t(3.3) 

Now, if the frequen.cy deviation is 

• 
f = -}( f 2  - f i ) = 	1/ 4T . 	 (3.4) 

where T is the unit bit duration  of the input random data stream. 

Then., 

s(t) = A cos (+7-ct/ 2T) cos 2 .gfct - A sin (I-  rrt/ 2T) sin 27f c t 
(3.5) 

Thus, s(t) is an offset quadrature carrier signal'with half a 

cosine pulse shaping in its baseband signals.  •The baseband sign.als 

are: 

x(t) = A cos ( ±t/2T) 

and 	 (3.6) .  

• y(t) = A sin  (nt/ 2T). 
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It is important to notice that, 

x
2 

(t) ÷ y2  (t) = A2  (3.7) 

This feature is characteristic of the baseband signalin.g waveform 

suitable for applications in CFSK. This signalin.g format is also • 

 known as MSK-formatted signal [3], 'or MSK-type signal, [4]. 
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3.2.2 Spectra of QPSK, OKQPSK and MSK  

The spectra of conventional QPSK (hereafter abbreviated as 

QPSK), OKQPSK and MSK are shown in Fig.3 .5. The power spec-

trum of OKQPSK is identical to that of the QPSK. Both have the . • 

(sin x/x) shape centered at the carrier frequency. Mathematically, 

the spectra of both the QPSK and OKQPSK are given by 153: 

sQPSK 	(f) = 2 P 	sin arfT  2  

OKQPSK 	
c ( 

2 71- fT 

*where f = frequeney offset .f.rorn. carrier, P t  = poWer of the mod-

ulated wav.eforrn, T = unit bif duration. 

- 
The spectrum of‘a MSK signal is given also by [5] 

3 . 8) 

SMSK 	
_ 8 P T(  1  + pas 4iyfT) 

(1 - 16f2  Trj= 
(3.9) 

Eqs. (e. 8) and (3.9) can easily be obtained from the well-known 

fact that the power spectral density of a PSK signal with a baseban.d 

signaling waveform s(t)  ha s the same spectral sha.pe as tha.t of s(t) 

itself. The only difference is that the spectrum of the PSK signal 

is double-sided and 'centered at the carrier frequen.cy [6]. • - 
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Comparing the spectrum of MSK with that of QPSK (or OKQPSK) 

we find that the main lobe xridth. of MSK is 50% wider than tha.t of 

QPSK (or OKQPSK). The sidelobes of MSK, on the other hand, are 

mu.ch lower than those of QPSK ( or OKQPSK). 

(f-fc )T - Normalized Frequency Offset from Carrier 

Fig. à.5 Power spectra  for  MSK and QPSK (OKQPSK)  

(T = 1 sec. Pc . = 1 W.) 
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3.3 OVERALL ENVELOPE FLUCTUATIONS' OF OPSK, OKQPSK  AND MSK  SIGNALS  

Due to the tirne coincidence of th.e two data streams in QPSK, 

phase transitions of 0 0 , + 900 , and 180 0  can occur. Fig. 1.6. a 

•shows the RF amplitudes and phases of the filtered QPSK signal. At 

the 1800  in.stantaneous phase transitions, which arise when both the 

in-phase channel data and the quadrature channel data change phase 

sirnultaneoùsly, the envelope goes through zero amplitude. At the 

J.-. 90o phase transitions, which occur when only one chann.el data 

change phase at the keyin.g instant, there is a 3dB envelope fluctuation. 

• In OKQPSK, because of the one bit (half a symbol) duration delay 

between  the two data channels, the 180 0  phase transitions are avoided. 

Only + 90°  phase transitions ari-se with maximum 3 dB envelope fluc-

tuations as shown in Fig.3..6. b. The overall en.velope fluctuations 

of OKQPSK are thus smaller than  those of QPSK. 

In MSK, the data waveformin.g pulses are of half cosin.e shape as 

shown in Fig. 3. 6. c. According to Eq..(3. 7), the signal ha s a constant 

envelope. Another important feature of MSK is that the phase trans-

itions are lin.ear and continuous E. 

The overall envelope fluctuations of QPSK, OKQPSK and MSK 

can  also be studied frorn.the signal space diagrams, as shown in Fig.3.7. 

Fig.3.7. a shows the signal space diagrams of these-three signals 

_ 
using computer simulation. 
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In computer simulation, the received quadrature signals were 

assigned to quadrature components of a two-dimen.sional matrix and 

stored in the memory. At the end of the simulation, the signal space 

diagram wa.s then plotted from the computer memory of the final matrix. 

The signal space diagrams show that whenever the in-phase and 

quadrature channel data change states simultaneously, the QPSK signal 

goes through the origin (zero amplitude). In OKQPSK and MSK, 

because.  of the time delay between the two parallel channel data, this 

does not OCC12r. 

The inherent envelope fluctuation of QPSK therefore _causes dis- 	- 

tortion: and more spectru_m spreading when it passes through a non-

lin.ear amplifier. The spectrum spreading of QPSK and OKQPSK 

will be demonstrated and compared experimentally in:section 

In the following we will analyze the overall en.velope variations 

of the filtered QPSK and OKQPSK sign.als. This analysis, in conjunction 

with  the pictorial description of Fig. 3. 6, will also be used in our 

discussion on the envelope fluctuations of the filtered QPSK and OKQPSK 

signals at the sampling instants. 
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.Fig. 3.8 Simplified Di ital Satellite Channel Model 



	

k  s( t 	k.T s ) cos 27cf c t] 

	

+ 	[bk  s(t - kT s ) É in 27rf c t 
3. 10) 

x(t) 

s(t - kT ) cos 27rf cti 
s 

[bk s(t - T 5 /2 - kT s ) sin 27r f c t] 
(3.11) 

for OKQPSK, 

x(t) = 
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To simplify our discussion, the quadrature carrier commun-

ication system model shown in Fig. 3.1 will be assumed to include 

•only the transmit filter and the TWT input MUX filter and the - 

TWT itself 	as depicted in Fig. 3.8. This simplified model is 

adopted because we are only interested in the envelope fluctuations 

caused by the ban.dlimiting filters and one nonlinear device. A sim- 

•ilar model has also been used by Robinson, et al in their theoretical 

analysis on spectrum spreading of QPSK [7] and by McMaster 

University in their comparative performance stud-y: by computer 

simulation. [8]. 	The initial part of the analysis on QPSK follows [7 ] 

which is then extended to OKQPSK.- - , 

ri'he QPSK or OKQPSK signal x(t) at the transmit filter TXF in-

put can be written  as: 

for QPKS 

-00 

where ak'  b = 4" 1 with equal probability of occurrence. k 

f c  is the carrier . frequency, T s  is the symbol interval (T5=2T) 



and 

s( t) 
rectangular pulse for lti; T 5 /2 { 

0 	 otherwise 0 	 otherwise 

and 

for OKQPSK, 

e1(t) = 

x(t) can be rewritten as: 

QPSK, 	• 

x(t) = Re { ei 2nf c t 	(ak +  5  bk) s(t - kT s ) 	 (3. 12) 

OKQPSK, 

x(t) .2 Re .{ e..3 2n. fdt Lak s(t - .kT 5 ) 	j bk s(t - T 5 /2 2  kT s ),U 

(3: 13) 

where Re stands for the real pa.rt of a complex variable. 

.A..ssurning h(t) is the low-pass equivalent of the impulse response 

of the filters betwee n  the quadrature carrier modulator and the TWT, 

then, the filtered eq-uivalent baseband signal at...the input of the- Tw_T _ 

for QPSK, 

ei  (t) = 

y(t) 

[ak R(t kT s) bk I(t kT s )] cos 27“c t 

k  l(t kT s ) + bk R(t - kT s )] sin 27çf c t 
	 V . 	  

z.(t) 

y ( t ) 

(3.14)  

[ak  R(t kT s ) - b k  I(t T 5 /2 - kT s )1 cos 27çf c t 

-Z[ak  I(t kT s ) + bk  R(t - T 5 /2 - kT s )1 sin  2 1qc t 

Z(t) 

(3. 15) 



A(t) =..\/y(t) + z 2 (0 

2 îEv (t kT s ) 

- . kT s )
2 

(t 
(3.18) 
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where R(t) = I. Re [ s(t) h(t)] 

= 	Im [ s(t) 	h(t)1 

and 

	

	 (3.16) 

R(t - kT s ) = -1 Re [ s(t - kT s ) h(t)] 

I (t - kT s ) = Im [ s(t kT s ) * h(t)] 

with * denoting convolution. 

The IF signal  e1(t) can  be written for both QPSK and OKQPSK as 

e i (t) = y(t) cos 271"f ct + z(t) sin 27•rf ct 

y2 (t) + z 2 (t) cos ( 27rf c t + tan -1  

The amplitude of  e1 (t) is: 

for•QPSK, 

(3.17) 

and 

for OKQPSK, 

À(t) =.•-\/y 2 (t) + z 2 (t) 	 (.3.19) 

2Z{[R2 (t - kT s ) I(t-kT s )1 +[R2 (t- T 8 /2)+ 12 (t- T 5 /2-kT; )1) 
g_ 

[v2  (t-kT s ) + vz (t - T 5 /2 - kT s 1 

where v(t) is the envelope of the filtered signal and  v2 (t) = R 2 (t) +12(0. 

=Ill4 
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The envelope signal v(t kT s ) crenerally looks as shown in Fig. 

3-9.a. So for QPSK, the envelope has zero amplitudes when both 

data channels change transitions simultaneously. The overall env-

elope fluctuations of QPSK can change from maximum to zero. 

For OKQPSK, because of the tixne delay between. v (t T 5 /2 - kT s ) 

and y (t - kT s ), there are no zero crossings and the overall envelope 

fluctuations are smaller than QPSK as shown in Fig. 3.9. b. 

If the amplitude distortion  (AM/AM) and the phase distortion 

(AA/I/PM) functions are assumed to be g( . ) and f(. ), respectively, 

then the signal at the output of the TWTA is: 

e o (t) = g(A(t)) cos (-27f ct + tan -1  y/z 	f(A(t))) 	 (3 20) 

Large amplitude variations will hence induce more signal dis- 

_ 
tortions due to the nonlin.eari .ty effect of the TWTA. Depending on the 

g( . ) and f(. ) functions, the spectrum spreading effect can be corn- 

puted using the methods described by 

t al. Eli].  

Robinson et al, "[7]  and Palmer 



v(t - kr s - T s/2) . v(t 	kT_) 

v(t 	ers )- 
/ 

a. QPSK 

b. OKQPSK 

Fig. 3.9 Overall Envelope FluctuationS of 

QPSK and OKQPSK Signals  
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3.4 ENVELOPE FLUCTUATIONS OF FILTERED OPS,IS,,-OKQPSK AND MSK 

SIGNALS AT THE SAMPLING INSTANTS  

It was shown in the previOus section that by delaying one channel 

data by a bit interval in respect to the other cha.nnel data, OKQPSK 

and MSK have much smaller overall envelope fluctuations than those 

of QPSK. They therefore suffer less spectrum spreadin.g than QPSK 

when passing through.a nonlinear power amplifier. The subject of 

spectrum spreading will be covered in a later section. 

On the other hand, in a bandlimited satellite channel, the OKQPSK 

(and MSK) signal will be shown to have larger envelope fluctuation 

at the sampling instants than  those of QPSK. As these three modul-

ation schemes belong to four phase modulation, a multiply by four 

method is frequently employed for carrier recovery [12]. 

The larger amplitude fluctuations of OKQPSKTa.nd MSK) "a..t the-  saMpling 

instants imply much larger variations in the fourth powered signal 

for carrier reôovery. If bas eband impulses are ass -umed instead of 

the rectangular pulse, then the QPSK signal and its signal space diag-
. _- 

ram are as shown in Fig. 3.10. a, while the OKQPSK signal and its 

signal space diagram are shown in Fig. 3. 10. b. Clearly, because 

of the offsetting in the two parallel data streams in OKQPSK, when 

the in-phase 'channel (I-channel) is sampled, there is no signal in the 

quadrature channel (Q-channel) and vice versa. In the case of QPSK, 

there are always signals at the sampling instants at - both channels. 



s(t) = cos (2 7r f c t + e) 
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When both QPSK and OKQPSK are bandlimited, the impulses 

become shaped pulses as shown in Fig. 3-.11. b. For QPSK, the 

signal amplitudes at the sampling points do not change too much 

if no large intersyrnbol interference effect from the filter is assumed. 

For OKQPSK, the signal envelope at the samplin.g points is no longer 

only a function of the sampled channel. This is because sampling 

points in one channel are transition points in the other channel and 

vice versa. The signal states of OKQPSK(and MSK), as shown in 

Fig. 3.11, lie on a line. 

The signal states of QPSK on the other :hand, as shown in Fig. 3-11, 

are still located near the four points of Fig. 3.9. a 1,vithout too much 

variation. 

To verify that this is indeed the case, computer simulation.as 

used to plot  the • signal scatter dragrams at thé 'sampling instarits. "Thè 

signal scatter diagrams of QPSK, OKQPSK and MSK, as shown in 

Fig. 3.12, are obtain.ed by sampling the received QPSK signal once 

per symbol and the received OKQPSK and MSK signal twice per symbol. 

These scatter diagrams agree with those described in Fig. 3.11. 

When  fourth powered, the four signal states of QPSK will converge 

to one point as shown. in Fig. 3.13. This is because the received 

signal, 
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a. QPSK 

OKQPSK 

Fig.  3.12  Computer-Simulated Signal Scatter Diamm 

of QPSK and OKQPSK at the Sampling  

Instants  
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Fig. 3.13 QPSK and Its Fourth-Powered Signal  



AB 4  = (a 2  ± y2 ) 214 tan -1  Y 
a 

(3.24)  
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with 9= "1":„ 45 ° , or + 135° . When fourth powered, this signal becomes, 

cos ( 8nfct + 4 9) 	 . 	( 3.22) 

and 4 6 = 180°  or 540 0 , so it converges to one point. 

For OKQPSK, the signal states lie on a line (Fig. 3.12), and•the 

fo-urth powered signal will then lie on the curve as shown in Fig. 3.14. 

In this figure, it is shown that the vertical line AB of the signal scatter 

diagram of the filtered OKQPSK (or MSK) signal, when fourth powered-, 

will not only be a point (P in Fig. 3.14) at the four times carrier 

frequency, but also a continuous curve. The same curve is also ob-

tain.ed wh.en the horizontal line CD is fourth powered. In other words, 

the fourth-powered signal of OKQPSK at the sampling instants lie on 

a curve as shown in Fig. 3.14. c. 

To demonstrate that this is the case, Fig, 3..14.  ais  _used as an _ 

exampl e. 

Line AB can be written in polar coordinates as: 

AB = 1/a2  + y 2  /tan-1  Y 
a  (3.23) 

when fourth-powered, it becomes: 

For point 1 on line AB, it can be represented by a /0 °  when 

fourth-powered, it becomes a 4 /0° 
 and is indicated as point Q 1  in 

Fig. 3.14. a. 
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For point 3 on lin.e AB, the ordinate y is equal tO a. It can 

be represented by -,[1a. /45 ° .  When fourth-powered, it becomes' 

2 a4  /180 0  as in.dicated by P in Fig. 3.14. a. Any point along AB 

between point 1 and point 3 when fourth-powered; lies on the curve 

P Q2  Q. In a similar way, any point along point 1 and point 3 1 , when 

fourthed - powered, lies on the curve P Q 12 Qi. Point P is the de- 

generate point for points 3 and 3'. 

Any point on AB beyond point 4 and point 4', when fourthed pow-

ered, can be shown to lie on curve Q4 P Q41. 

This fourth - powered signal can be. computed using Eq. ( 3 .19). 

Due to the varia.tional nature of this signal at the sampling instants, 

computer simulation was u:sed. Shown in Fig. 3.14. d,  the shape of 

the computer simulated signal resembled that plotted in Fig. 3.14. c, 

except that Fig. 3.14. d shows also the distribution pattern of the 

variation of the fourth-powered signal. •Fig. ,3.14. d was obtain.ed by 

sampling the received signal at the receiver .u.sing the simulation pro-

grams 

If the shaped pulses are of the (sin x/x) shape, then theoretically 

this fourth powered signal in OKQPSK can  have infinite envelope fluct-

uations for one chann.el at the sampling instants of the other chan.nel. 

-.- 
This situation occ-u.rs when a data pattern like : 
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b. Line CD Fourth Powered 

c. Fourth Powered Signal 

Fig. 3.14 Fourth Powered OKQPSK  
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	 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0  	(3.23) 
1 

n pre- 	pre- n future 
vious 	sent  bits 
bits 	bit 

• 

arises. For example, for n = 80, the eye pattern •has only 17-%' 

eye- width and the envelope fluctuations are very large 

(varying along lines AB or CD).... for channel at the sampling, 
. 	_ 

instants of the other channel (Fig. 3.15) . 

If n..is assumed infinite, then this variation- can become the in-

finite lines (the dotted portion) shown. in Fig. 3.14. When fourth pow-

ered, it can  scatter to infinity as shown by the dotted lin.e of Fig.3. 14.d. 

Hence, even  in the absence of noise and intersymbol in.terference, 

the OKQPSK (or MSK) signal can have inherently very large amplitude 

fluctuations at the sampling instants. In Ref. [13],. 

the relative-amount of phase jitter of the recovered carrier for these 

three types o£ signals was obtained using computer simulation. These 

results show that the phase jitter of the recovered carrier in QPSK 

is indeed much smaller than that of OKQPSK (and 1\/ISK) in a narrow-

band channel . 
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(Lines AB and CD as shown in Fig. 3.14.c) 
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3.5 SPECTRUM SPREADING  

Two types of baseband signals can be considered [1]:.. 

The first one contain.s certain amount of data pattern jitter while 

the second one is jitter free. In this section, we will study spectrum 

spreading which occurs when these two types of signals are mod-

ulated separately by a carrier as in Binary PSK (BPSK) and then 

hardlimited. 

'Type 1: Spectrum Restoration  

Fig. 3. 16 shows a filtered ran.dom data being modulated by a carrier _ 

as in the Binary PSK. At the keying instants, phase transitions of • 

180°  occur for both the unfiltered and filtered BPSK signal (Figs.3. 16.-a  

and 3. 16.b) 14]; 	 At these 180 0  phase transitions, the 

 filtered BPSK signal has zero amplitude as the signal vector is shifted • 

through the oriàin. 

When the signal shown. ih Fig. 3.16. b is pa.ssed through an ideal. - 

limiter, the limited signal (Fig. 3.16. a) is exactly identical to that of 

the unfiltered signal.. The filtered jitter free and limited signal there-

fore, has the same infinite ban.dwidth spectrum as that of the original 
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unfiltered signal. In other words, •«the spectrum is completely 

restored. 

To dem.onstrate that this is indeed the case, the following ex- 

periment -was carried oui. • 

Type 2: Spectrum Regrowth and Modification  

If a random data stream which has almost zero ISI but. with a 

- certain amount of jitter 

was also modulated by a carrier and then hardlimited, the spe«  ctrum 

of the limited signal in this case, shows that in addition to the restoration 

of sidelobes, the nulls disappear from the modified spread spectrum. 

Spectrum modification can thus be • Partly attributed to the timing 

jitter of the signal, although a large part of spectrurn spreading is 

still caused by hardlimiting. 

Since QPSK is a quadrature combin.ation of two BPSIÇ signals, 

the same reasoning also applies. This means that filtered QPSK 

signal, after  pas  sixig through a n.onlin.ear dev-ice, will also induce 

spectrum spreadin.g. Spectrum spreadin.eof filtered QPSK signal 

as well as that of filtered OKQPSK and MSK signals have been con-

sidered in grea.t details in :References [11], [ 15],' .  [16] and: :E173. 
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3.6 PERFORMANCE STUDY OF BANDLIMITED QPSK, OKQPSK AND MSK SIGNALS  
THROUGH CASCADED NONLINEARITIES  

As discussed earlier, QPSK, OKQPSK and MSK are the three modul-

ation schemes most frequen.tly considered for a nonlinear satellite comm-

unication channel. The main adva.nta.ges of using these three modulation 

techniques are that they are bandwidth efficient (theoretically, 2 b/s/Hz, 

practically about 1.8 b/s/Hz) and that they . have low interchannel inter- 

'ference susceptibility [12]. Also the hardware design of QPSK 

is relatively simpl e .  while that of OKQPSK and MSK, even though slightly 

more involved, is not very comple_x. 

Since their inventions in the 1960 1 s [18, 19-, 20], both 

OKQPSK and MSK have been proposed, as an 

alternative to QPSK, for use in bandlimited satellite channels. The main 

reason cited is that' either OKQPSK or MSK, when ba.ndlirnited and then 

passed through a hardlimiter, has less spectrurfi'regenëration than QPSK 

[11], [15], [21], [22]. 	 _ 

MSK, as illustrated earlier in section 3..2, can be considered one form 

of OKQPSK with half cosin.e pulse shaping. Due to its inherent wider main 

spectral lobe, it is generally agreed that in narrowband channel environ-

ment, the performance of MSK degrades more than that of OKQPSK. For 

example, in Ref. [5], Gronemeyer and Mcbride showed that for BT <1. 1, 

OKQPSK has an•advantage over MSK while for BT >1. 1, the performance 

of MSK is superior to that of OKQPSK. (B is the noise ban.dwidth of the two 

cascaded filters used in their simulation). In Ref. L 22], 	Constellano 
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concluded that the best way to utilize the spectral characteristics of MSK 

is to use wideband filters. A similar-  conclusion was also presented by 

Murakami et al., [13] and Lundquist [23]. 

The comparative performance of QPSK and OKQPSK, on the other hand, 

has not yet reached a consensus. As mentioned earlier, it is generally 

agreed that a filtered OKQPSK signal induces less spectrum spreadin.g than 

a filtered QPSK signal after each passing th.rough a saturated n.onlinear 

power amplifier. Yet, for overall system performance comparison, other 

factors, beside spectrum regeneration, must also be considered. 

Constellano [h] -in his simulation study showed that, based on the 

trade off between in-band degradation and adjacent channel in.terference, 

OKQPSK requires less transxnitter power than QPSK for the satellite up- 

link subsystem. His study concluded that OKQPSK is more resistant to 

carrier phase offset and group delay distortions than QPSK, but less res-

istant to linea.r amplitude distortions. In Ref. [24], 	GiltQn  an-d Ho - 

also demonstrated that OKQPSK has an improved phase jitter immunity 

than QPSK.. 

On the other hand, i\/lurakami et al ,113] showed tliat the error rate 

performance of QPSK is superior to OKQPSK . They also dernon.strated 

that phase jitter of the recovered carrier in QPSK is smaller than that of 

OKQPSK. In the study of the European Communication Satellite (ECS) 

120 Mb/s systexp, Harris [25] presented the rationale in chooSing QPSK 

over OKQPSK. In the narrowband channel environment of ECS, OKQPSK 

appears to degrade more from nonlinea.r distortion than QPSK.  Lund quist  
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r  
,2a.}, in his study for the Intelsat V. 's 60 Mb/s satellite systeMihrough 

a 36 MHz bandwidth channel, also concluded that QPSK outperforms 

OKQPSK in a nonlinear channel. A sin-iilar conclusion was also reached 

by Chakraborty et al [2.61. 

The reason that OKQPSK suffers more phase jitter in the recovered 

carrier is its large amplitude fluctuations at the sampling instants. This 

was explained earlier in section 3,.4. 

QPSK, on the other hand, has less phase jitter in its recovered carrier. 

Even though QPSK induces more spectrum sprèading than OKQPSK when 

passing through a saturated nonlinear power amplifier, its overall perfor- 

mance is still better than that of OKQPSK. By properly designing the 

QPSK modem in the linear mode and by  ope rating  the HPA and TWT input 

power a few dB below saturation', a compromisin.g performance for QPSK 

can be achieved. In Ref. [26], Chakraborty et al. concluded that 

the optimum HPA and TWT operating points for ppsx are at about 6 and..4 

dB input backoff, 'respectively. 

3. 6. 1 Computer Simulation Mod.el  

In the following, the computer simulation used in our study will be 

described. Afterwards, results obtained from this simulation study will 

be presented. As few details \,vere  dis cussed in the available literature, 

comments and comparison -with other computer simulation methods are 

somewhat difficult. The-  conflicting results obtained by Cons tellano 122J, 

versus those given by Harris [25] and Lundquist [ 23], all sponsored 
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by the European Space Agency, typify the complexity involved in the  sim-

ulation  study of a nonlinear satellite channel. Nevertheless, an attempt 

will be made to clarify the method used in our study. 	 - 

In the linear channel, it is easier to study the system performance 

by usin.g a computer analysts program, in which the system is excited by 

applying a single pulse of d-u.ration T in the in-phase baseband channel. As 

the data stream in the quadrature channel is statistically in.dependent of 

that in the in-phase channel, there is no need to use both quadrature channels 

in this method. 

By the use of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), the single-pulsed 

signal is modified by the frequency responSes of the va.rious filters in. the 

systems. Since the s -Ystern components are all linear, superposition may 

be used to compute the peak and =is eye closure for a ra.n.dom data sequence. 

This is because the power spectrum of the single isolated pulse has the 

same shape as that of a random daia stream. 

However, this computer analysis program cannot be adopted in a non-

linear satellite channel sin.ce the principle of superposition is no longer 

valid. Hence, a simulation program in which a pseudo-random data sequence 

is generated must be used. In a similar way, this ran.dom data sequence, 

by means of the FFT algorithm, is alternated between its time-dornain and 

frequency-domain representation... In the frequency domain, it is mddified 

by the complex-transfer function of the simulating filters. In the time-

domain, it is modified by the nonlinearities of the two cascaded power 

amplifiers. 	 - 
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Based on the simulation model of Fig.• 3 .1, Fig. 3.19 shows the flow 

chart of the signal processin.g in our-simulation study. The signaling for- 

mat for QPSK., OKQPSK and MSK ,vas obtained in the equivalent complex 

baseband form (Fig. 3.2) from  a pseudo-ran.dom data:source. After Fourier 

I .  

1 
I .  

transformation, it was modified by the frequency response of filter F 1 , It 

was then inverse transformed back in. the time domain and modified by the 

polynomial coefficients of the quadrature model of the HPA 	[27]. 

The description of the quadrature model fOra  a nonlinear power amplifer. 

such as HPA and TWT is contained. in chapter  2. 

The distorted  signal a£ter the HPA was again Fourier transformed and • 

modified by the frequency response of filter F2.. Inverse Fourier trans-

formed back into the tixne domain, this signal was again modified by the 

polynomial coefficients of the quadrature model of the TWT. The signal, 

after modification by the frequency responses of filters F3 and F 4 , was 

then decoded at the receiver, an.d compared with.,tlie original transmitted_data 

sequence. 

White Gaussian noise was added to the sign.al at the receive filter input 

(F4 in Fig. 3,19). The total noise power at the output of F4 was then  corn

puted. The up-link noise was not included in our simulation as it was quite 

involved if noise was to be simulated 8]. 

Different filtering strategy has been used in the various simulation 

studies quoted earlier. In the linear channel, the overall system response 

is usually assumed to be raise cosine. Optimum performance is attain.ed 

ralse-d cosine filtering is partitioned equally between the transmitter 
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and the receiver. The situation became more complicated in a nonlinear 

channel. This is because in the actu.a.- 1 satellite communication systems, 

the earth tran.smitting station and receivin.g station sometimes might belong 

to two different countries, with equipment supplied by differen.t manufaCt-

.ur•ers. In Ref 	[ 13], the Specifications f'Or the -trarimit 

and receive filter are simply divided with a sharp cut-off filter at the trans-

mitter and a Nyquist shaping filter with an"operature equalizer at the receive . 

side. In Ref. [ 23], a rollof f factor between 40% and 50% 

with  close to half of Nyquist shapin.g at the transmitter was employed, while 
, 	. 

• in Ref. [ 26]., a Nyguist shaping firbe- r at the trans- 

mitter and an elliptic filter at the receiver were assumed. 

The computer prog,rams developed in this study', in their present format, 

only have the capability to evalu.ate  the single-channel performance of 

QPSK, OKQPSK and i\./ISK signals through a nonlinear satellite channel. A 

simulation program capable of evaluating performance af the s e th.ree --  signais 

in a multi-channel environment may -become quite involved. Not only the 

carrier information for the multi-channel information must be included 

in the simulation, but also an optimization routine havin.g iterative cap-

ability must be used to find the optimum filtering parameters. 

In our study, a simple approach using a typical filter, namely a 4 pole 

Chebychev with 0. 5 dB passband ripple, was adopted. This filter with 

different 3 dB bandwidth was assumed for F 1 , F2 , F3 and F4 in our sim-

ulation model shown in Fig.3 1. In Ref. [8], 	Chan et al also adopted 

this simplified filtering approach by assuming the transmit and receive 
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filters to be of Chebychev type. Similarly in Ref. [28], Devieux in 

his QPSK satellite lin.k simulation assumed all the four filters to be of 

the Butterworth type. 

Computer Simulation Results  

• To check the accuracy of the simulation programs, the wideband per-

formance of th.ese three modulation s«chernes was  obtained and compared 

as shown in Fig. 3.20. In this wideband model, the BT product of F1 and 

F 4 (where B is the double sided 3 dB bandwidth of the Chebchev filters and 

T is the symbol interval) is equal to 2, while the BT product of F2 and F 3 

 is about 2.5. In this case, the OKQPSK performs slightly better than the 

QPSK and MSK signal. By further in.creasing the BT product of each of 

these four filters, all these three types of signals require a SNR of approx-

imately 8.8 dB for a BER of 10 -4. In comparison, the theoretical SNR 

requirement with the noise in the bit rate bandwidth. for •10 --4 is a. 4 dB for 

these three types of signals. 

The narrowband performance of  thèse  three sign.alsi,vas then evaluated 

by reducing the BT product of F 1  and F 4  first to 1.3, and then to 1, while 

the BT product of F2 and F 3  was kept about Z. 5.. This corresponds to the 

narrowband model used by Devieux [28] in his study for the performance 

of QPSK through two cascaded nonlinearities. In our simulation study, 

QPSK performs„approximately the same as in Devieux's work. Results 

in Fig.3, 20 also show that the performance of OKQPSK becomes worse 

than that of QPSK when the BT product of F 1  and F4  was reduced from 1. 3 
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to 1. In either situation, the performance of MSK is worse than that of 

either OKQPSK or QPSK. 

In the above model, the band‘,vidths of F
2  and F 3  were made sufficiently 

wide so that the cascaded nonlinear characteristics of HPA and TWT can 

be considered as one single nonlinearity. In some satellite channels, the 

bandwidths of these two filters are also narrowband so as to bandlimit the 

up-link thermal noise and to reduce the adjacent channel interference. 

For this second narrowband model, the BT products of F1 and F 4  was 

again kept at either 1.3 or 1, while the BT products of F2 and F 3  wa.s red-

uced from 2.5 to 1. 1. Results in Fig. 3•2 again . show that QPSK performs . 

better than either OKQPSK or MSK in this narrowband model. 

• 	 Results sho .‘,vn in Fig. 3-20 and Fig. 3.21 are for the HPA and TWTA 

both operating at 1 dB input backoff. When they both were operated at 12dB 

input backoff, results in Fig. 3;22 again show that QPSK outperforms 

OKQPSK in the narrowban.d model 11. In the narrowband model 1, results 

plotted in Fig.3. 22 show that in one situation (BiT B4T = 1.3, where B1 

and B 4  den.ote the f3 dB  bandwidth of filters F 1  and F 4), OKQPSK performs 

slightly better than QPSK. In the second situation, (B I T 7-- B4T = 1),' QPSK 

performs better than OKQPSK. In the wideban.d model, OKQPSK performs 

slightly better than QPSK. 

In our earlier study, it wa's shown that OKQPSK and MSK have much-

larger amplitude variations at the sampling instants than QPSK. .After 

passing through the nonlinear amplifiers, in QPSK,. the sampled signal 

amplitude  is still concentrated about a fixed  point. This results in a smaller 
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degree of phase jitter. The coincidence of the samplin.g points between 

the in-phase and quadrature channelS'also induce less cross-modulation 

interference. On the other hand, the much larger amplitude variation of 

these two signal's at the sampling instants and the misalign.ment of the 

sampling instants between the two quadrature cha.nnels cause a - 1a.rger degre-e 

of signal scatterin.g at the samplin.g instants. Thus, in a severely itand.- 

limited channel, OKQPSK or MSK has a much larger phase jitte'r•than 

QPSK, resulting in la.rger overall system performance degradation. 

As there are many con.straints and parameters involved in the sim-

ulation model of a nonlin.ear satellite channel, the argument in favoi- of 

or against the use of OKQPSK versus QPSK still needs further study. Only 

through practical field testing and measurement, can this problem be 

solved. Nevertheless, the simulation method and results obtained in this 

study, after.further extension, will help lead.to a more favorable answer 

in the near future. 
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3.7 SUMMARY 

An analysis to study the amplitude fluctuations, both 

the overall average and at the sampling instants, of bandlimited 

QPSK, OKQPSK and MSK signals, was undertaken. Although a filtered 

OKQPSK (or MSK) signal has less overall amplitude fluctuations 

than QPSK, it has much larger amplitude fluctuations at the sam-

pling instants. Thus the overall performance of a filtered 

OKQPSK signal degrades more from nonlinearities than that of QPSK. 

Both the signal space and scatter diagrams of QPSK, OKQPSK and 

- MSK were verified by computer simulation. 

Two types of spectrum spreading that occur when a fil-

tered PSK signal with or without jitter passes through a hardlimited 

were experimentally demonstrated. The first type of spectrum res-

toration occurred when a jitter free signal was hardlimited. As 

there is no timing jitter in the PSK signal, complete spectrum 

restoration can thus be reasoned as caused entirely by hardlimiting 

alone. The second type of spectrum restoration and modification 

arose when a jittery signal was hardlimited. Spectrum modification 

can thus be partly attributed to the timing - jitter that exists in 

the filtered signal. 

By the use of computer simulation, the performance of 

QPSK, OKQPSK and MSK through cascaded nonlinearities and bandlimiting 

elements as in a typical satellite channel in a wide-band model and 

two narrowband models was evaluated. Results from the wide-band 

model show that OKQPSK performs slightly better than conventional 

QPSK and MSK. On the contrary, results from the two narrowband 

models show that conventional OPSK outperforms OKQPSK and MSK. 
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NON-REGENERATIVE SATELLITES  
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4;1 SIMULATION.COMPARISON OF - SYTEM 

In this section of the report a set of simulations have 

been performed in order to have a comparison between regenerative 

and non-regenerative satellites. Due to the limited amount of time 

available for the develop.ment of simulation programs, only QPSK 

modulation has been considered. The bit rates used in the simula-

tion are non standard but serve for illustrative purposes'in this 

first phase of the project. As an initial step towards a more 

extensive study, the consideration first of QPSK is the logical 

direction to take. There are a few reasons for this: first, the 

simulation of QPSK is relatively simple, when compared to OKQPSK, 

MSK or differentially encoded schemes [1,2]; the relative spectral 

efficiency of QPSK in a linear channel is quite good, i.e., up .to 

2 bit/s/Hz [3]; the performance of QPSK appears best among the dif-

ferent modulation schemes [4]. With these points in favor of QPSK, 

it was decided to place the emphasis on the study of QPSK. 

To evaluate the performance of  both a conventional repeater 

satellite link and a regenerative repeater satellite link, these 

- two systems have been simulated. 

The simulation of  .a conventional link is based on the 

work by J.C. Huang [2] and was documented earlier in this report. 

The simulation of a regenerative repeater link is based 

on the hypothesis that the uplink and downlink can be considered 

as two independent links. The analysis of a regenerative repeater 
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satellite system thus essentially becomes  th è analysis of a two-

hop system. The probability of error is given by 

P(e) 	P + 
rd 

In other Words, the probability of error is'essentially the sum 

of the individual error probabilities, where Pu  and Pd  respecti-

vely stand for the uplink and downlink error probability. The 

simulation of a regenerative repeater link then consists of simu-

lating two single-hop systems and adding their respective error 

probabilities. The model being simulated is illustrated in Figlire 

4.1. Because of the linearity of the uplink and downlink channel, 

the transmit and receive filters Ft  and Fr  were lumped as single 

filters in the actual numerical simulation. 

. The probability of error curves obtained for the two 

systems illustrate their relative performance. The curves shown 

in Fig. 4.2 illustrate the performance of QPSK in a conventional 

repeater link at bit rates of 84, 92, and 100 Mbits/s with Che-

bychev filters having 0.1 dB ripple and a 3 dB bandwidth of 54 

MHz at both ground transmit and receive stations and with similar 

Chelochev filters having a 3 dB bandwidth of 60 MHz for the two 

transponder filters. This corresponds to an effective channel 

spacing of 60 MHz. Thus, the bit rates used represent, respectively, 

spectral efficiencies of 1.4, 1.53, and 1.67 bits/s/Hz. From the 

-4 
curves of Figure 4.2, we observe that to maintain a P(e) = 10, 
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approximately 4.5 dB more is required to  transmit 100 Mbits/s 

instead of 84 Mbits. This increase in the required Eb/N0 is due 

partly to the increased ISI because of the more severe bandlimiting' 

and also partly due to the larger envelope fluctuations, resulting 

from the bandlimited signal, which are processed by the nonlinear 

amplifiers. 

To see the improvement obtained by regeneration, we' 

refer to Figure 4.3 where, with the same filters QPSK was simulated 

at a bit rate of 100 Mbits/s. The curve obtained certainly indi-

cates a considerable gain to be obtained from regeneration. Both 

simulations were performed assuming 12 dB of input back-off at 

both the ground station and the satellite transponder. 

Based on the data obtained the results have only limited 

value because for one, the results for regeneration appear some-

what optimistic and in general the ground station amplifier and 

the satellite transponder amplifier are not necessarily operated 

at the same back-off. * However, for illustration purposes, if 

we assume that both the uplink and the downlink have the same pro-

bability of error, we obtain a regeneration gain versus ,probability 

of error asshown in Figure 4.4. As we can see from this graph, 

the gain can be as high as 8 dB which appears too good. Thus 

more research in this area is required to arrive at conclusive 

results. This will be included in Phase II. ' 
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Summary. 

A regenerative satellite link was simulated and its 

performance compared to a non-regenerative satellite link. From 

the limited results dbtained, the indication is that regenerative 

satellites show a substantial improvement in performance for the. 

same Eb /N 0'  or 
that they require smaller values of Eb/N0 to 

achieve the same perfdrmance as conventional ones. 
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CHAPTER 5 

PARTIAL RESpONSE MODULATION METHOD CONSIDERED IN  

REGENERATIVE AND NON-REGENERATIVE SYSTEMS  
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Partial-response signalling (PRS) is a bandwidth effi-

cient basèband method of transmitting data and is hence suitable 

for carrier modulation. This efficiency is achieved using rela-

tively simple, practically realisable and perturbation tolerant 

filters. The relatively simple hardware realisation of PRS, com-

pared to other efficient methods, and its inherent capability of 

detecting errors without using redundant bits, are added advanta-

ges. In modulation with PRS, QAM enjoys more popularity and in 

this context it is referred to as Quadrature Partial-Response Si-

gnalling (QPRS). Examples include a Canadian pfoduct manufactured 

by Northern Telecommunications Limited, an 8 GHz long-haul high-

capacity digital radio developed by Dell-N'orthern Research. This 

radio usesQE;RS and has a spectral efficiency of 2.25 b/s/Hz El]. 

In Japan, Fujitsu has developed a 2 GHz digital radio, also using 

QPRS, with a. spectral efficiency of 2 b/s/Hz E23. In the U.S.A., 

Avantek has been manufacturing 2 GHz QPRS digital radios which 

have a spectral efficiency of 1.8 b/s/Hz [3]. _GTE Lenkurt has 

developed duobinary 3-level FM and 7-level correlative FM radio 

systems. 

Although Partial Response is a spectrum-efficient modu-

lation technique frequently employed in terrestrial microwave 

radio relay systems, no serious considerations have been given to 
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its use in digital satellite applications. This is because its 

multi-level signalling nature could lead to . severe AM/AM and AM/ 

PM conversion degradations when a nonlinear power amplifier such 

as a TWTA is used. However, no readily available quantitative 

evaluation of these degradations is currently obtainable. Hence, 

it is of great interest to study the performance of a QPRS signal 

passing through a nonlinear device such as a TWTA. This study 

will not only establish a quantitative evaluation of the nonlinea-

rity effects on QPRS but can also be used in the study of the 

feasibility of adopting QPRS modulation scheme in a regenerative 

satellite configuration. 

5.2 SIMPLIFIED QPRS MODELLING  

. A simplified model such as used in our computer simula-

tion programme is shown in Figure 5.1. In this model, the channel 

nonlinearity arises from the use of a travelling wave tube ampli-

fier (TWA) at the transmitter output. This device exhibits both 

AM/AM and AM/PM conversions as described in Chapter 2. 

In the computer simulation [4], the two pseudo-random 

binary sequences of the quadrature channels are first precoded 

(using a modulo-2 summation) separately before being passed through 

a 3-level Class I encoder. Precoding is normally employed so as 

to avoid the propagation of errors due to adjacent bit dependency 

of the PR signal [5]. The resulting three level signals are 

then double-sideband amplitude modulated on two quadrature carriers 

and passed through a transmit bandpass (or its equivalent baseband) 

filter for spectral shaping. 
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In the present study,  thé  characteristics of a typical 

TWTA are used. The power transfer characteristics and the out-

put phase shift of the TWTA are as . depicted in Figure 5.2. 

Starting from these characteristics, the nonlinear coefficients 

of the spolynomial representation of the TWTA used in the simula-

tion are obtained. 

'The effect of the position of the TWTA in relation to 

the bandpass filter is-an interesting point to consider. First 

the case  is considered where the bandpass filter preceeded the 

TWTA. In this situation it is found that the QPRS signal suffers 

severe degradations even when the TWTA was operated in the quasi-

linear mode (8-12 dB input backoff). 	• 

Then the case is considered where the TWTA is placed 

before the partial-response filter. In this mode of operation, 

the signal 'at the TWTA input is essentially the undistorted QPSK 

signal which has a constant envelope. The degradation in this-

case is much less severe than the previous case. This is due to 

the nearby constant envelope of the unfiltered QPSK signal. For 

Class I QPRS, filtering should therefore be done after the non-

linear amplifier. The adoption of this strategy is mostly typi-

fied in the design of the 8 GHz digital radio by Bell-Northern 

Research El]. 

In order to check the accuracy of the computer simula-

tion programme, a brickwall Nyquist filter was first used both 

at the transmitter (for spectral shaping) and at the receiver 
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(for bandlimiting the noise and adjacent channel intereference). 

The result for this ideal case shows that a signal-to-noise ra-

tio of SNR = 14.6 dB is required for a probability of error P(e) 

= 10 -4 . This compares very favourably with the theoretical vallie 

of 14.4 dB for this modèl. 

5.3 AM/AM AND AM/PM CONVERSION EFFECTS ON QPRS  

It is of interest to study the - separate effects of 

AM/AM and AM/PM conversion on the performance of the QPRS signal. 

Our results indicate that AM/PM conversion appears to have more 

drastic effects on QPRS than the AM/AM conversion by itself. 

This result is important because it points to a possibility of 

compensating the AM/PM conversion of a TWTA, if achievable, to 

adopt QPRS for use in satellite regeneration systems. 

The TWTA was first assumed to exert only the AM/AM 

conversion. Based on [4], a,4-poIe Chebyshev filter with a 

0.01 dB passband ripple were used at both the transmitter and 

the receiver. This filter is specified in Figure 5.3. The re- 

sults for this situation are plotted in the graphs of Figure 5.3. 

Following this, both the AM/AM and AM/PM conversions 

of the TWTA were assumed in the simulation'. Again a 4-Po1e 

Chebyshev . filter with a 0.01 dB passband ripple were used at 

both the transmitter and the receiver. The results for this 

case are shown in Figure 5.4 for the TWTA operating at different 

input backoff points. 
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Frbm the computer simulation results, it iS clear 

that the major contribution to the overall degradation is the 

AM/PM conversion. On the other hand, the AM/AM conversion effect 

alone only slightly degrades the QPRS system performance. . For 

example for a P(e) = 10
-4 , in movirfg from an input backoff of 

14 dB .to an input backoff of a dB, the AM/AM degradation is less 

than 1 dB, whereas in moving from:14 . dB backoff to 12 dB back-

off, the overall (AM/AM plus AM/PM) degradation is close to 4 dB. 

5.4 POSSIBLE REGENERATIVE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 

From the computer simulation results, it appears that 

if the AM/AM conversion of a TWTA can be somehow compensated - 

for, it might be possible to adopt QPRS on a satellite link using 

regeneration on-board. DQPSK might be used on the,uplink as it 

does away with the nécessity of carrier recovery whereas OPRS 

might be used on the downlink. This configuration could be of 

interest because from the uplink, the on-board process can mul-

tiplex numerous signals from different earth stations into a 

single stream and then spectrally efficiently retransmit down, 

using QPRS, to a single receiver .earth station. To reduce de-

gradations, the QPRS shaping filter has to placed after the TWTA 

as mentioned earlier (see Figure 5.5). The TWTA can then be 

operated with less backoff. 
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CHAPTER 6  

COMPARISON OF REGENERATIVE AND NONREGENERATIVE  

SATELLITE SYSTEMS 

I  

1 



6.1 INTRODUCTION  

. On-board satellite regeneration is a good way to enhance 

the performance of a digital satellite link. It allows capabilities 

beyond those achievable with conventional translating satellites. 

These include considerable interference protection .  and interconnecti-

vity between different types of terminals [ l]. In the last decade 

regenerative satellite systems elicited.considerable interest which 

resulted in some studies which are reported in the literature. 

In this chapter, based mainly on a litteratUre survey, the advantages _ 

• of regenerative sàtellite.systems over conventional non-regenerative 

satellite . systems are explored. ,A performance comparison of 	. _ 

regenerative and non-regenerative satellite systems is presented 

and the gain in signal-to-noise.ratio for regenerative repeaters 

is given. The shortcomings of some of the results reported in the 

literature are pointed out. 

6.2 ADVANTAGES OF REGENERATIVE SATELLITE REPEATERS  

The models for the conventional and regenerative satellite 

repeaters are given in Figure 6,1. The coni'Tentional (translating) 

repeater essentially amplifies the received uplink signal, in 

addition to translating the carrier frequency, and redirects it 

towards the earth as a downlink signal. In  other words; the 

incoming signal is retained in modulated carrier form. The rege-

nerative repeater on the other hand, demodulates the incoming 

uplink signal into baseband, processes (or switches) the baseband 

stream and remodulates the RF carrier(s) before transmission towards 

the earth as downlink signal .(s). In Figure 6:.1, Nu(t) and Nd(t) 
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are the uplink and downlink noises respectively and I(t) is the 

uplink radio frequency interference, while I i(t) 	the radio 

frequency interference on the downlink. The amplifier used to 

amplify the signals in a conventional repeater is usually a TWTA 

and it is most often operated in a nonlinear mode to maximise the 

power output (little or no back off). This results in AM/AM and 

AM/PM degradations fOr non constant-envelope (bandlimited) - signals. 

The advantages of regenerative repeaters are due to: 

1) Isolation of the uplink from the downlink 

2) Availability of the detected baseband bit stream in 

the satellite 

• 3) Reduction in size and weight 

Regeneration prevents the accumulation of noise and co- , 

channel interference. It passes only the bit errors made in the 

hard decision detection of the uplink signal at the satellite. 

As was seen in Chapter 2, this prevention of noise accumulation 

results in about 2.6 dB saving in the energy per bit-to-noise 

density ratio (Eb/No) in the linear channel, if the uplink and 

downlink Eb/No 's are identical. 
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T4e uplink and downlink  •are isolated due to the hard 

decision detection at the satellite and this leads. to an efficient 

use of the available EIRP by allowing the optimisation of each 

link separately. This may lead to a 'cost-effective satellite 

system. For instance, each link may be separately equalised to 

'reduce inte'rsymbol interference. Also, different modulation methods 

may be used for the two links. In the uplink a method may be 

chosen that will allow simple demodulation in the transponder such . 

as DPSK which requires no carrier recovery, whereas the downlink 

modulation may be chosen to give the greatest power/bandwidth 

efficiency. If the uplink'bandwidth is limited, for'example, 

8-phase PSK may be used on the uplink, whereas OPSK may be used 

on the downlink (see Figure 6.2). It might be desirable sometimes 

to protect the uplink from radio frequency interference by 

using spread spectrum techniques on the uplink whereas thre is no 

such need in the downlink.  • This is also illustrated in Figure 6.2. 

If the downlink is power limited (as it usually is), error correcting 

codes may be used, on the downlink only, to trade power for band-

width. Regeneration prevents signal anomalies which might occur on 

the uplink from affecting the downlink. For example it eliminates 

degradations due to the uplink filter-induced amplitude fluctuations, 

and the resulting phase modulation (PM) of the PSK carrier caused 

by the direct amplification of the uplink signal (with AM) by the 

nonlinear TWTA [2]. This can lead to improved demodulator perfor-

mance and leà-s' link degradation - C2]. 

Another advantage of regeneration is to prevent "power 

robbing" that occurs when there is a power imbalance among FDMA 

users - the weak signals are suppressed. With the demodulation/ 
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remodulation-scheme, sufficient downlink power is provided even 

• for the low power uplink signals. 

Regeneration provides versatility in the system. It is 

for example compatible with the store-and-forward concept for use 

with a single . antenna beam. This allows  bit-rate conversion to take 

place at the satellite. This 'might be called  in' for if there are 

different size antennas each using a different.modulation Method. . 

Because of the insufficient gain of the small-size antennas, BPSK. 

may be used for example while the large-size antenna would use . 

QPSK. Figure 6.3 shows a possible configuration having one trans-

ponder for smaller size antennas and one for large-size antennas 

[3]. 

The availability, at the satellite repeater; of the 

detected baseband data stream leads to a high degree of inter- 

connectivity thus additional advantages. It is possible for terminals 

of different types to communicate.. Uplinks and downlinks with 

different levels or types of errer correction coding may be inter-

connected. A careful combination of modulation technique and error 

correcting coding will result in better performances. For example, 

when a link is bandlimited for BPSK and power limited for QPSK, 

the combination of QPSK and error correction will be the best 

solution. Since errors on a satellite link usually occur isolated, 

the satellite is well suited for error correction techniques. In 

case of double errors (burst errors of length two) caused by 

differential decoding, simple bit interleaving will effectively 

convert the situation into a random (single) error one. Figure 

6.4 show two types of forward error correcting coding configuration 

particularly useful when extra protection is required on the 
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downlink. In diagram (a) only the downlink is protected by error 

correction and only the encoder, which is usually simpler than the 

decoder, is located at the satellite. In diagram (b) both uplink 

and downlink have error correction and again only an encoder is 

located at the satellite; the downlink is doubly coded. This is 

easier than if the uplink and downlink were encoded and decoded 

separately. 

In case of voice transmission, since the baseband data 

stream is available, use may be made of Digital Speech Interpolation 

(DSI) to increase the capacity of the satellite link. 

Beam hopping is also possible with regenerative satellites. 

A transponder is time sha'red by a multiplicity of spot beams. A 

phased-array beam antenna and some memory will be required. With 

a lot of users, the channel bit stream from each  •uplink may be 

connected'to any downlink constituting a "switchboard in the sky". 

New conveniences to users, such as insert and drbp, which are not 

now possible will become available. This baseband switching calls 

for electronic switching which, with recent advances in LSI circuitry, 

can be sufficiently miniature and very light. Switching is also 

possible with non-regenerative satellites, but in this case micro- 

wave switches using PIN diode,s would be used. These are much larger 
1 

and heavier than baseband switches. 

In translating repeaters, degradation due to non linearities 

are very important in band limited situations(almost always) as 

mentioned earlier. The use of regeneration reduces the impact of 

these transponder nonlinearities. By replacing the TWTA with 

high-power direct modulators, signal degradation due to non- 

linearities will be avoided [3,4,5]. There will be no multiplicity 
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of (heavy) TWTA's. These high-power modulators would introduce a 

loss of.not more than 1.5 to 2..() 

I  f coherent detection is used, much of the channel filtering 

and equalisation can be done at baseband instead of at RF. This 

facilitates reduced complexity and - eight. The remodulated carriers 

will be phase coherent for all accesses since  th èY are derived from 

a common source. This eliminates station to station and Doppler 

differences encountered on the uplink and can lead to simpler 

ground terminal receiver design, improved demodulator performance, 

and less link degradation [2]. 	However,  cohérent  detection calls 

for carrier recovery which can be complex. The choice between 

coherent systems or differentially coherent ones on theuplink 

continues to be a subject of interest [6]. 

A further advantage with regenerative repeaters is that 

concerned with a reduced intermodulatiOn products problem among 

downlinks at different carriers. If the uplink cbnsists of a number 

of FDM users, after demodulation, these can be multiplexed into one 

or a few TDM downlink bit streams, to be retransmitted on the 

downlink via remodulation. The reduced number of downlink carriers 

reduces somewhat the intermodulation problem. This calls for time-

division multiplexers a -t the repeater and terminals equiped with 

time-division demultiplexers. 

If a packet switching system is used, on-board processing 

can dramatically increase the throughput efficiency of the system 

[1 ]. 

Thedisadvantages of regenerative satellite systems include 

the power and weight that a satellite must carry for its own 

accomplishment (to carry out thé processing), and the high degree 
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of CoMplexity (reduced reliability) that must accompany signal 

processing on board. However, these costs are wholly or partially 

recovered due to the more efficient use of satellite power, and 

the improVed signal performance. The demodulated signal , at the 

satellite may be subjeCt to Slight degradations due to phase jitter 

associated with on-board carrier recovery. Although the regenerative 

satellite was acclaimed flexible, a certain degree of infleXibility 

of a different kind is introduced. In conventional systems, any 

type of signal can be ampliÈied at the satellite but with regeneration 

a transmitting station must use a modulation type the demodulator 

to which exists on board the satellite. 	Likese a receiving 

station must match one of the downlink signal fo/mats. 
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6.3 COMPARISON OF TRANSLATING AND REGENERATIVE REPEATERS  

Several studies have been done comparing regenerative 

and nonregenerative satellite repeaters all of which indicate 

clear advantages of regeneration.' Figure 6.5 (taken from Refe-

rence [3]) shows the effective total carrier-to-noise plus inter-

ference power ratio C/(N+I)  as a function .  of the downlink C/(N+I) 

taking the uplink power as a parameter, for PSK systems. By 

effective C/(N+I) we mean that ratio that would attain the same 

bit error rate if only one link is,used. It is seen that for a , 

total C/(N+I) of 15 dB, the regenerative system can use an uplink 

C/(N+I) of 18 dB and a downlink value of 17.5 dB. The translating 

repeater system will need 24 dB uplink C/(N+I) and 20.5 dB down- . 

link C/(N+I).. This results in an uplink saving of 6 dB and down- 

link saving of 3 dB. This figure assumes miscellaneous losses 

of 0.5 dB on the uplink and 1.5 dB on the downlink for regenerative 

sstems. The large loss on the downlink is due to possible degra-

dation by the high-power direct PSK modulator in the repeater. 

For the nonregenerative system, total miscellaneous losses of 1.0 

dB and TWTA nonlinear loss of 2.5 dB are assumed. 

To illustrate further the advantage, the downlink C/N 

is plotted versus uplink C/N in Figure 6.6 for 4-PSK systems in-

cluding conventional coherent OPSK, regenerative coherent QPSK 

and regenerative DQPSK up/COPSK down (for the same error rate). 

Ideal Nyquist channels are assumed, and for the conventional 

transponder only a 1.6 dB degradation in C/N, due to TWTA saturation 
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is considered. It is to be noted that, if the downlink is to be 

maintained at 16 dB say, the nonregenerative repeater requires 

about 17 dB uplink C/N while the regenerative CQPSK system re-

quires about 12 dB, a saving . of about 6dB. It is clear from 

the figure that the savings in C/N increase dramatically as the 

downlink C/N decreases., But regenera.tive DQPSK might actually re-

sult in a penalty for high downlink C/N values. A saving in C/N 

translates into either a greater fade margin or a reduced power 

requirement on both the uplink and downlink. It has been shown 

[2] that the improvement potential of regenerative satellite is 

greatest in cases where the degradation encountered for the con-

ventional case is greatest, i.e. for the case with 0 dB backoff 

in both the ground station HPA and TWTA. Depending on the back-

off,gains in C/N from 4.5 to 5 dB on the uplink and from 4.5 to 

6.8 dB on the downlink can be achieved with regeneration using 

CQPSK. 

Huang et al. [7] compared conventional (linear and 

hardlimited channels) and regenerative satellite systems for 

BPSK, QPSK and 8-PSK. Their results are -reproduced in Figure 

6.7. A given uplink signal-to-noise ratio, SNR; is assumed and 

then probability of error is plotted as a function of downlink 

SNR. The figures indicate that regeneration yields a higher gain 

as the number of phases of the modulation increase. Note also 

that for BPSK, when the uplink SNR is strong, the hardlimited 

channel performs almost as well as the regenerative satellite 

system. From Figure 6.7, it appears that a saturation effect 
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occurs in the probability of error curves for a given uplink SNR. 

Beyond a certain value of downlink SNR, the probability of error 

does not change with increasing SNR. For BPSK, this value of 

downlink SNR seems to be approximately the same as the uplink 

SNR. Huang et al. compared performance between a mixture of FSK 

and PSK. It was found [7] that for a given uplink SNR and given 

that the uplink is FSK, the best performance occurs if the doWn-

link is PSK: The results_ of Huang et al. are somewhat pessimis-

tic as they deal only with the cases of a linear channel and a 

channel with a hardlimiter and ignores the practical  case of 

AM/PM which is a major source of degradation in a satellite system. 

Chiao and Chethik [5] carried Out extensive calculations 

of performance bounds on the probability of error for both QPSK 

and MSK using translating repeaters and alsd regenerative repea- 

ters. The effect of AM/PM and also the effect of reference-carrier 

reconstruction errors due to . noise and intersymbol interference 

was considered. Their anlysis is based on the model showh in 

Figure 6.8. The effect of intersymbol interference introduced by 

the filtering effects along the uplink path and along the doWnlink 

path are represented by a lumped uplink filter with an impulse 

response hu (t), and a lumped downlink filter with an impulse res-

ponse hd (t), respectively. The uplink noise, n(t), and downlink 

noise, n'(t), are assumed to be both white and gaussian. 
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Their results indicate that for the conventional non-

regenerative system, performance is  bette  r when intersymbol in-

terference exists in the uplink only and the downlink is ISI-free. 

For the regenerative system, performance is better when ISI is 

on downlink only and the uplink is  1S1-free.  Just as found by 

Huang, et al., a saturation effect occurs if either downlink or 

uplink is held constant. This indicates that for a given value 

of downlink Eb/No  say i there exists an optimum uplink Eb/No . A 

comparison of conventional translating and regenerative perfor-

mance for QPSK is shown in Figure 6.9 for a situation where no 

intersymbol interference exists. To check briefly the validity 

of these curves we note that if both uplink and downlink Eb/N o  

are 13.6 dB, the probability of error for the translating system 

is 10 -4 . But this is equivalent to an overall Eb/N o  of 10.6 dB. 

Theoretically QPSK is supposed to have an Eb/No  of 8.4 dB for 

P(e) = 10 -4 [8]. It is therefore seen tbat these results may be 

about 2 dB away from theoretical expectation. 

From Figure 6.9 it can be seen that . for low uplink 

Eb/N0 (in the range of 10 dB) the conventional repeater has P(e) . 

performance worse than 10 73 . With the same uplink Eb/No , regene-

ration restores the P(e) to the 10 -4 to 10
-6 range even with a 

downlink Eb/No  of 10 dB. For higher uplink Eb/No  say 15 dB, it 
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is the downlink E
b 
 /N

0 
 which limits the performance. For uplink 

and downlink Eb/N0 which are not severely P(e) limiting, the 

regenerative repeater offers 2-5 dB improvement in performance. 

These results, although they include AM/PM conversions, are ra-

ther conservative in as much as they do not consider optimisation 

of the TWTA backoff- Also they do not include a HPA in their 

model which appears in actual systems. A more thorough study 

would have to include a cascaded nonlinearities incorporating a 

ground station HPA and a satellite TWTA. The optimisation of 

the backoffs of both HPA and TWTA would be required. 

6.4 SUMMARY  

Regenerative satellite repeaters were seen to have 

advantages over conventional translating repeaters especially if 

the uplink power is limited. Regeneration leads to more efficient 

satellite EIRP utilisation and may offer maximum interference 

protection. Depending on the backoff conditions regeneration 

may achieve gains in uplink Eb/No  of up to 5 dB and in the down-

link 
Eb/N0 

of up 6.8 dB. This means greater fade margin or a ' 

reduced power requirement in the satellite system and may therefore 

lead  ta a cost - effective satellite system. 
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7.0 RECOMMENDATIONS, FURTHER RESEARCH AND CONSIDERATIONS  

Our studies on regenerative satellite systems lead up 

to conclude that the Department of Communications should seriously 

study this most interesting and important topic for future digital 

. satellites. On-board satellite regeneration sèems to be a pro-

mising method of achieving more cost-competitive satellite sys-

tems. The reduction in the uplink power requirement to meet a 

given bit error rate performance criterion means that smaller 

earth station antennas may be used resulting in a reduced overall 

cost of the satellite system link. Current satellite systems are 

bedevilled by degradations which result when a bandlimited signal 

is amplified by nonlinear devices. On-board regeneration reduces 

these degradations and hence might be included in future satellites. 

The above recommendation will stimulate Canadian Indus-

try to carry out research in this area and hence fulfill Canada's 

commitment to leadership in Telecommunications. 

In Phase II of the expected research contract, a more 

indepth study of QPSK will be carried out to verify the results 

obtained so far. The frequently considered modulation methods 

for satellite communications shall be studied for application to 

regenerative satellite systems. These will include offset-keyed 

QPSK, MSK, and DQPSK. Our initial study indicates the possibility 

of employing partial-response signalli'ng in regenerative satellite 

system configuration. The feasibility of this technique shall be 

further explored. Other new modulation methods which might be 
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applicable to regenerative satellites shall be looked into. 

These could include offset-keyed-8 PSK (0K-8 PSK) and . nonli-

nearly switched filter techniques. 

As mentioned earlier'in this report, a more complete 

model 	of a satellite system has to include adjacent- and 

co-channel interferences; this shall also be considered. The 

effects of synchronisation errors should be taken into account. 

An interesting concept to consider also would be direct RF rege-

neration [ l]. 

A more thorough consideration of the cost-effectiveness 

of regenerative satellite systems would result from a study of 

practical antenna sizes achievable by the use on-board regene- 

, ration in a satellite link. 
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